
Project Lavender works with Students in
grade 5 up to grade 12. The RCMP works in
partnership with Surrey Schools and visits

schools all over Surrey.

This was the first parent presentation
Project Lavender has done. 

Subjects covered with students include but
is not limited to sexting, sextortion, luring,
criminal behaviours online and in person,

hate speech, digital footprint/tattoo,
addiction, healthy relationships. 

GR.6 & 7 STUDENT’S AT SEMIAHMOO
TRAIL ATTENDED THIS PRESENTATION  
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Hello Semiahmoo Trail 

PAC attended The Project Lavender Parent
presentation Ms. Fadum arranged for parents in

February. It was such an informative presentation PAC
decided to share our notes so those parents who
missed it still can take part of the resources and

information shared.

SEMIAHMOO TRAIL
PAC NEWSLETTER

Disclaimer
The information shared by Project
Lavender used gender normative

language, therfore the information shared
here also is. Updating the language may

change the information/stats we are 
relaying, so for accuracy’s sake

we chose not to change it. 
It is our hope that Project Lavender

updates their presentations to be more
inclusive in the future. 

Thanks for your understanding

More on Project Lavender can
be found here

https://bc-cb.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/ViewPage.action?siteNodeId=2177&languageId=1&contentId=61770
https://bc-cb.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/ViewPage.action?siteNodeId=2177&languageId=1&contentId=61770
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Statistics from Project Lavender

75% of Kids they meet through their school presentations know what sexting and
sextortion are. That is a steep increase in the last few years when only a handful of

kids would know what that is. 

ALL Girls in the year of 2018 they spoke to had been asked already to share at least
one nude or sexually compromising image online.

41% Increase in sextortion cases from 2022 to 2023.

70% of all sextortion victims in 2022 are boys

1% of Male sextortion victims knew their predator

38% of Female sextortion victims knew their predator 

Luring Kids Online

Adults pose as kids online, targets school group chats where there are alot of kids in the
group. For Example; A group named ‘Gr.8 at Elgin’  or ‘ElginPark class of 2028’ would be
typical groups a predator may target. Not all kids who join the group know each other

personally, in real life,  and a predator can easily go undetected and befriend kids. 

Luring happens on ANY device with internet access such as  phones, tablets, computers,
xbox’s, playstation’s, any other gaming console.

Luring often happens while online gaming, it happens on any social media platform not
just snapchat. 

The predator establishes a connection, builds trust. They have had cases where a child
has been lured in only 20min. A predator will share images first to build trust but ALWAYS

starts making demands after they shared. Once a child has shared an image they are
either pressed and shamed to send more or pressured for money for the predator not to
spread the images online. These images are very often sold to child pornography sites on

the dark web.

Please see the resource section for ‘Take Back Your Images’ program info. 

Most boys who are targeted are tricked by the predator who pretends to be a girl their
age. They “fall in love” and start an online relationship. 
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Drugs and Alcohol
Most kids have seen intoxication. They are being taught by project
lavender that an intoxicated person by alcohol or drugs do not act

the same way they would in their sober state. The typical social
norms of social interactions change when a person is impaired and

you no longer can trust that this person would react to a situation in
a predictable way. 

Criminal Behaviour
Most kids do not know what is considered a criminal act, and,

what is not when it comes to the online community. 

A big issue is Elementary School Kids and High school kids
sharing intimate images (Partially undressed/nude)of

themselves and of others.
 

Apparently this is a HUGE issue, the Surrey RCMP youth team
gets about 4-6 cases per day in Surrey school district alone.

What to do if your child is sent a nude/semi nude image of an under aged
person

1) Contact the RCMP’s non emergency line for ALL nude/semi nude images, even if the sender
is the person in the image. It needs to be reported as your child who received it commits a

crime by just having it on their device.

2)Contact your  child’s principal who then is required to report it to the RCMP Youth team.

3) Contact the senders parents if you feel they would be receptive to this information
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Criminal Offences for 12 year olds and up
Children aged 12 or older are held criminally responsible and can be charged for criminal acts they

commit.

An image of any kind of weapon sent to a person is considered a death threat and a criminal offence,
it does not matter if it's an airsoft gun the threat is considered the same. 

Bringing weapons to school

Possessing an intimate image (partially undressed/nude) of anyone under the age of 18 years of age is a
criminal offence

Sharing an intimate image (partially undressed/nude) of anyone under the age of 18years of age is a
criminal offence

If your kid is sent an intimate image of another kid, he/she can be criminally charged for keeping that
image on their device. 

What is Pre-Criminal Behaviour
Typically seen in younger grades, about gr.5- gr.8 but could be later as well. 

Pre criminal behaviour would include Glorifying of criminal behaviours such as gang violence and
lifestyle. Glorifying weapons and people who have committed serious violent crimes , often gang

related. Some small crimes such as shoplifting.

Back side of Social Media
Kids are being fed unrealistic lifestyle, wealth and beauty standards that create a sense of ‘have not’

and anxiety. (expensive cars, houses, clothing, shoes, body image etc)

Kids used to be able to get a break from peers when they were at home, now kids have access to each
other all the time. Drama that may have started at school can continue long after the school day is over. 

Drama can happen online outside of school that affects the next day or week at school. 

The Fear of missing out is a real anxiety builder amongst kids

People say different things online than they would in real life.
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What Can parents do

-MONITOR, MONITOR, MONITOR!

-You should know your kid’s online contacts

-Limit Screen Time/gaming time- have screen breaks

-Talk to your kid, many kids disclose they don't want to tell parents when they come
across issues online in fear of having their phone removed even if they have not done

anything wrong. 

Resources 
Take Back your Images, support for removal of shared intimate images:

 https://takebackyourimages.gov.bc.ca/ 
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